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ABSTRACT
Eight earth system models of intermediate complexity (EMICs) are used to project climate change commit-
ments for the recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC’s) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4).
Simulations are run until the year 3000 A.D. and extend substantially farther into the future than conceptually
similar simulations with atmosphere–ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) coupled to carbon cycle
models. In this paper the following are investigated: 1) the climate change commitment in response to stabilized
greenhouse gases and stabilized total radiative forcing, 2) the climate change commitment in response to earlier
CO2 emissions, and 3) emission trajectories for profiles leading to the stabilization of atmospheric CO2 and their
uncertainties due to carbon cycle processes. Results over the twenty-first century compare reasonably well with
results from AOGCMs, and the suite of EMICs proves well suited to complement more complex models.
Substantial climate change commitments for sea level rise and global mean surface temperature increase after
a stabilization of atmospheric greenhouse gases and radiative forcing in the year 2100 are identified. The
additional warming by the year 3000 is 0.6–1.6 K for the low-CO2 IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
(SRES) B1 scenario and 1.3–2.2 K for the high-CO2 SRES A2 scenario. Correspondingly, the post-2100 thermal
expansion commitment is 0.3–1.1 m for SRES B1 and 0.5–2.2 m for SRES A2. Sea level continues to rise due
to thermal expansion for several centuries after CO2 stabilization. In contrast, surface temperature changes slow
down after a century. The meridional overturning circulation is weakened in all EMICs, but recovers to nearly
initial values in all but one of the models after centuries for the scenarios considered. Emissions during the
twenty-first century continue to impact atmospheric CO2 and climate even at year 3000. All models find that
most of the anthropogenic carbon emissions are eventually taken up by the ocean (49%–62%) in year 3000, and
that a substantial fraction (15%–28%) is still airborne even 900 yr after carbon emissions have ceased. Future
stabilization of atmospheric CO2 and climate change requires a substantial reduction of CO2 emissions below
present levels in all EMICs. This reduction needs to be substantially larger if carbon cycle–climate feedbacks are
accounted for or if terrestrial CO2 fertilization is not operating. Large differences among EMICs are identified
in both the response to increasing atmospheric CO2 and the response to climate change. This highlights the need
for improved representations of carbon cycle processes in these models apart from the sensitivity to climate
change. Sensitivity simulations with one single EMIC indicate that both carbon cycle and climate sensitivity
related uncertainties on projected allowable emissions are substantial.
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1. Introduction
Model projections of future climate change are key
to understanding and quantifying the impact of the
anthropogenic perturbation on the climate system.
Climate models are the only available tools for estimat-
ing the future climate response to specified perturba-
tions and, thus, provide important information needed
by policymakers and society. Proposed methods for
mitigation or adaptation to climate change will be
judged based partly on results from climate models.
With the most comprehensive atmosphere–ocean
general circulation models (AOGCMs), some of them
coupled to models of the global carbon cycle, it is cur-
rently feasible to project climate up to two centuries or
so into the future (e.g., Meehl et al. 2005a; Hansen et al.
2007). Longer-term integrations are hindered mainly
by computational limitations, and the same applies for
multimember ensembles with AOGCMs. Earth system
models of intermediate complexity (EMICs) on the
other hand can help to substantially extend the climate
projection time frame farther into the future. EMICs
are usually dynamically simpler than comprehensive
AOGCMs, although they might well be more complete
in terms of climate system components that are in-
cluded. Typically, EMICs are some composite of sim-
plified versions of atmospheric and ocean model com-
ponents, and a suite of parameterizations, sometimes
even including representations of terrestrial and oce-
anic biogeochemical cycles. These less computationally
expensive models (compared to AOGCMs) can be
used to run simulations over thousands of years, to gen-
erate large simulation ensembles (Hargreaves et al.
2004), and to perform extensive sensitivity studies
(e.g., Knutti et al. 2005) not possible with compre-
hensive AOGCMs. Computational efficiency in EMICs
is however often paid for by a combination of lower
spatial and/or temporal resolution, a reduction in ex-
plicitly modeled processes, and thus a need for more,
sometimes simplified, parameterizations. Despite these
limitations, EMICs have generally proven to be well
suited to complement AOGCMs and their use has
been growing over the last few years (Claussen et al.
2002).
In the framework of the recent Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC’s) Fourth Assess-
ment Report (AR4; Solomon et al. 2007), a group of
eight EMICs contributed to a project aiming at the in-
vestigation of long-term future climate change projec-
tions and commitments (Wigley 2005; Meehl et al.
2005b) until year 3000 A.D., thereby extending substan-
tially farther into the future than the conceptually simi-
lar simulations with global coupled AOGCM–carbon
cycle models (Meehl et al. 2007). Major goals were (i)
to provide a comparison of globally averaged climate
change projections over the next century from EMICs
to available AOGCM projections, focusing on global
mean temperature change, sea level rise, ocean heat
uptake, and Atlantic meridional overturning; (ii) to
quantify the long-term climate change commitment in
response to stabilized greenhouse gases and stabilized
total radiative forcing; (iii) to estimate the long-term
climate change commitment in response to earlier CO2
emissions; and (iv) to monitor emission trajectories for
profiles leading to stabilization of atmospheric CO2 and
their uncertainties due to carbon cycle processes. Mod-
eling results are presented and discussed along these
major research themes. Overall, this modeling activity
allows us to assess the range of uncertainty in climate
projections across the entire model hierarchy. Previous
studies investigating climate change and/or emission
commitments either used AOGCMs (e.g., Meehl et al.
2005b; Tsutsui et al. 2007; Hansen et al. 2007), complex
earth system models (Mikolajewicz et al. 2007; Lenton
et al. 2006), or simple climate models (e.g., Wigley 2005;
Friedlingstein and Solomon 2005).
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we
briefly introduce the contributing EMICs, describe the
experimental setups, and introduce the model metrics
used to analyze and compare the model results. The
section ends with a general overview of the uncertain-
ties in the representation of the carbon cycle in these
EMICs. In section 3, results from EMICs are presented,
discussed, and compared to those of AOGCMs. We
start with an evaluation of EMICs’ standard physical
model metrics against AOGCMs. In section 3a, globally
averaged climate change projections over the next cen-
tury are compared, the EMICs responses to stabiliza-
tion of greenhouse gases and total radiative forcing are
evaluated, and the long-term climate change commit-
ment is quantified. In section 3b, the long-term climate
change commitment in response to earlier CO2 emis-
sions, the so-called zero-emissions commitment, is ana-
lyzed with those EMICs that include an interactive rep-
resentation of the global carbon cycle. In section 3c, we
then turn to emission trajectories for profiles leading to
the stabilization of atmospheric CO2 and to the uncer-
tainties due to carbon cycle processes and climate sen-
sitivity using the same subgroup of EMICs and addi-
tional sensitivity simulations with a single EMIC, the
Bern2.5CC EMIC. Finally, in section 3d, we study
EMIC sensitivities to CO2 and climate and compare
results to the Coupled Carbon Cycle–Climate Model
Intercomparison Project study (C4MIP; Friedlingstein
et al. 2006). Conclusions follow in section 4.
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2. Models and methods
a. Models
Results from eight EMICs, provided by seven mod-
eling groups, are included in this study. The models
are the University of Bern two-dimensional Carbon
Cycle Climate Model (Bern2.5CC), the Coupled Glob-
al Ocean-Linear Drag Salt and Temperature Equation
Integrator (C-GOLDSTEIN), versions 2 and 3 of the
Climate and Biosphere Model (CLIMBER-2,
CLIMBER-3), the Liège Ocean Carbon Heterono-
mous model (LOCH)–Vegetation Continuous Descrip-
tion model (VECODE)–ECBilt–Coupled Large-Scale
Ice–Ocean model (CLIO)–Antarctic and Greenland
Ice Sheet Model (AGISM) ensemble (LOVECLIM),
version 2.3 of the Massachusetts Institute of Technolo-
gy’s Integrated Global System Model (MIT-IGSM2.3),
the Louvain-La-Neuve two-dimensional climate model
(MoBidiC), and version 2.7 of the University of Victo-
ria Earth System Climate Model (UVic 2.7). The main
model characteristics are briefly described in appendix
A and included in Randall et al. (2007). All contribut-
ing EMICs are simplified models compared to
AOGCMs and are in general highly parameterized.
Yet, the model structures and setups of individual
EMICs are still very heterogeneous, ranging from zon-
ally averaged ocean models coupled to energy balance
models (Stocker et al. 1992), or coupled to statistical–
dynamical models of the atmosphere (Petoukhov et al.
2000), to low-resolution three-dimensional ocean mod-
els, coupled to energy balance or simple dynamical
models of the atmosphere (Opsteegh et al. 1998; Ed-
wards and Marsh 2005). Some EMICs include a radia-
tion code and prescribe greenhouse gases, while others
use simplified equations to project radiative forcing
from projected concentrations and abundances (Joos et
al. 2001; Prather et al. 2001). Five out of the eight
EMICs (Bern2.5CC, CLIMBER-2, LOVECLIM, MIT-
IGSM2.3, and UVic 2.7) include interactive represen-
tations of the global carbon cycle, yet none of these
models accounts for ocean–sediment interactions. Al-
though carbon cycle processes in these EMICs are simi-
larly simplified, global-scale quantities are generally in
good agreement with more complex models. EMIC
projections are compared to results from more complex
AOGCMs from the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project [CMIP; Meehl et al. (2005a); information online
at http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/] and to the models used
in the C4MIP project, including four intermediate com-
plexity models and seven coupled AOGCMs
[Friedlingstein et al. (2006); information online at http:/
/www.c4mip.cnrs-gif.fr/background.html/]. Carbon
cycle results from the Hadley Simple Climate Model
(Hadley-SCM; Jones et al. 2006a) have also been in-
cluded in the EMIC comparison.
b. Scenarios
A set of well-defined emission scenarios, CO2 stabi-
lization profiles, and emission pathways has been put
together to ensure the comparability of different EMICs.
Modeling groups were asked to provide results for dif-
ferent versions of their EMICs if available (e.g., with
different ocean mixing parameterizations, or different
atmospheric parameter settings) in order to assess the
robustness of results with respect to different model
parameterizations. In addition, as some EMICs allow
for the equilibrium climate sensitivity to be tuned, the
dependence of results on climate sensitivity rang-
ing from 1.5 to 4.5 K, the range given in the IPCC’s
Third Assessment Report (TAR; Houghton et al.
2001), could be estimated. While lower/higher climate
sensitivity values can still not be ruled out completely
(e.g., Knutti et al. 2006; Tomassini et al. 2007), the im-
proved assessment provided in IPCC AR4 leaves the
likely range more or less unchanged at 2.0–4.5 K
(Meehl et al. 2007). The invitation letter to the EMIC
community, the simulations protocols, and input files
are available online (http://www.climate.unibe.ch/
emicAR4/index.html).
In a first set of simulations, atmospheric CO2 and
total radiative forcing from CO2, non-CO2 greenhouse
gases, and aerosols are projected from three of the six
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) illustra-
tive emission scenarios until 2100 (Nakic´enovic´ et al.
2000) and kept at the year 2100 value afterward to in-
vestigate the climate change commitment in response
to stabilized greenhouse gas concentrations and radia-
tive forcing (Fig. 1). We emphasize that aerosol forcing,
like all other radiative forcings, is kept constant after
year 2100, thereby neglecting a potential reduction in
the (negative) aerosol radiative forcing by emission re-
duction toward CO2 stabilization. For the SRES sce-
narios B1, A1B, and A2, modeling groups either di-
rectly prescribed total radiative forcing or CO2 equiva-
lents for the sum of CO2, non-CO2 greenhouse gases,
and aerosols after year 2000 according to the BernCC
(Joos et al. 2001) as published in appendix 2 of IPCC
TAR (Houghton et al. 2001), or used their own set of
emission/concentration inputs and calculated radiative
forcing interactively from year 2000 to year 3000. Those
models without radiation code were asked to calculate
radiative forcing from changes in CO2 or CO2 equiva-
lents after IPCC TAR (Houghton et al. 2001) as
RFCO2  5.35 W m
2  lnCO2tCO2t0, 1
where CO2(t0) is the atmospheric CO2 concentration at
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preindustrial times, here 280 ppm and year 1765. No
instructions were given on how to represent the historic
period up to year 2000. These different approaches led
to differences in projected total radiative forcings for
individual EMICs. Forcing differences need to be kept
in mind for one-to-one comparisons. In CMIP,
AOGCM modeling groups were also allowed to use
their own set of forcing components and calculate ra-
diative forcing interactively (Meehl et al. 2005a) and
not all AOGCMs included all of the relevant forcings
(e.g., Santer et al. 2006).
In a second set of simulations, a series of prescribed
CO2-only stabilization pathways have been applied to
investigate climate change commitment in response to
stabilized greenhouse gas concentrations and to inves-
tigate allowable CO2 emissions and carbon cycle–cli-
mate feedbacks. The atmospheric CO2 stabilization lev-
els are 450, 550, 650, 750 and 1000 ppm (SP450–SP1000;
Fig. 1). In addition, profiles aiming to study the impacts
of a delayed stabilization at 450 and 550 ppm (DSP450,
DSP550) and of an overshoot of CO2 before stabiliza-
tion at 350 and 450 ppm (OSP350, OSP450) have been
included. These stabilization profiles were constructed
following Enting et al. (1994) and Wigley et al. (1996)
using the most recent atmospheric CO2 observations,
CO2 projections with the BernCC model (Joos et al.
2001) for the A1T emission scenario over the next few
decades, and a Padé approximant (a ratio of two poly-
nomials) (Enting et al. 1994) leading to stabilization. A
more detailed technical description of these stabiliza-
tion profiles can be found in appendix B.
In a third set of simulations, the climate change com-
mitment in response to earlier emissions is investigated.
These simulations were performed by five EMICs that
include an interactive carbon cycle component to
project atmospheric CO2 from carbon emissions. An-
thropogenic carbon emissions for the suite of previ-
ously introduced SP450–SP1000 CO2 stabilization pro-
files have been inferred from simulations with the
BernCC model and prescribed in the five EMICs until
the year 2100. After the year 2100, anthropogenic car-
bon emissions were set to zero until the end of the
simulation.
We restrict our analysis to globally averaged results.
Given the reduced complexity of the EMICs, only re-
sults on continental to global scales should be inter-
preted (Stocker and Knutti 2003). In addition, so far,
only a few other intercomparisons on EMIC cli-
mate change projections have been published (e.g.,
Petoukhov et al. 2005; Gregory et al. 2005), leaving
room for further studies and, in particular, comparisons
to AOGCM results.
c. Model metrics
1) PHYSICAL
EMIC outputs from idealized CO2-only stabilization
profiles have been used to determine key model char-
acteristics, such as equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS,
the increase in global mean surface temperature for a
doubling of atmospheric CO2 concentration; K), tran-
sient climate response (TCR, the increase in global
mean surface temperature in a 1% yr1 CO2 increase
experiment at the time of CO2 doubling; K), and ocean
heat uptake efficiency [the ratio of the net downward
top-of-the-atmosphere radiative flux—assumed equal
to the ocean heat uptake on decadal time scales—to
TCR at the time of CO2 doubling in a 1% yr
1 increase
experiment; W m2 K1; Gregory and Mitchell (1997);
Raper et al. (2002)]. Ocean heat uptake efficiency is a
measure of the rate at which heat storage by the global
ocean increases as the global average temperature rises.
A larger atmospheric warming for a given forcing, as-
sociated with a smaller ocean heat uptake, reduces the
global energy imbalance at the top of the atmosphere,
resulting in a smaller value for the ocean heat uptake
efficiency. These metrics describe the way a climate
model responds to changes in the external forcing
(Meehl et al. 2007) and are used to compare (i) differ-
ent EMICs and (ii) the suite of EMICs with the IPCC
AR4 AOGCMs (Meehl et al. 2007). All metrics have
been determined from an idealized 2 CO2 simulation,
where CO2 increases from its preindustrial value by 1%
yr1 to the 2  CO2 level at year 70, and is then kept
FIG. 1. Evolution of atmospheric CO2 for the CO2 stabilization
pathways SP450–SP1000 and for three of the six illustrative SRES
emission scenarios until the year 2100 with constant concentra-
tion thereafter. Atmospheric CO2 for SRES scenarios B1, A1B,
and A2 until the year 2100 were taken from the BernCC model
as published in appendix 2 of IPCC TAR (Houghton et al. 2001)
and kept at the year 2100 value thereafter. A detailed tech-
nical description of the SP stabilization profiles can be found in
appendix B.
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Fig 1 live 4/C
constant until model year 3000. Equilibrium climate
sensitivity is then calculated as the change in global
mean surface air temperature at year 3000, whereas
TCR and ocean heat uptake efficiency are calculated
from 20-yr-averaged quantities centered at the time of
CO2 doubling.
2) CARBON CYCLE
We analyze model sensitivities to increasing atmo-
spheric CO2 and climate change. The analysis is in-
spired by Friedlingstein et al. (2006), but we use runs
with prescribed CO2 instead of prescribed emissions.
The land and ocean carbon sensitivity to increasing
CO2 is determined from simulations where CO2 was
prescribed as in the standard setup (“coupled”), but
where CO2 did not affect climate (“uncoupled”). The
land and ocean carbon sensitivity to climate change is
directly determined from the difference between the
coupled and the uncoupled simulations. This allows us
to exactly separate the sensitivities to CO2 and climate
because the atmospheric CO2 is identical in the two
runs. We note that model sensitivities presented here
are not directly comparable to the results presented by
Friedlingstein et al. (2006) given the differences in the
scenario and method of calculation between the two
studies.
The overall sensitivities of land (	C couL ) and ocean
(	C couO ) carbon uptake to an increase in atmospheric
CO2 and climate change, expressed in terms of global
mean surface air temperature change, can be written as
CL
cou  LCA 
 LT A
cou, 2
CO
cou  OCA 
 OT A
cou, 3
where 	C couL and 	C
cou
O are the respective changes in
global land and ocean carbon storage (in GtC), 	CA is
the change in atmospheric CO2 (in ppm), and 	T
cou
A
is the change in global mean surface air temperature in
the coupled simulation. Note that here “	” stands for a
temporal change since preindustrial times; that is, for
temperature, 	T couA  	T
cou
A (t)  	T
cou
A (t0). The land
(L) and ocean (O) carbon sensitivity parameters to
increasing CO2 can be determined from the uncoupled
simulations as
L  CL
uncCA , 4
O  CO
couCA , 5
where L is roughly a measure of the models’ CO2
fertilization and O is a measure of the models’ surface
to deep ocean transport rate. Because 	CA is identical
in the prescribed CO2 case, the land (L) and ocean
(O) carbon sensitivity parameters to an increase in
temperature can be directly determined from the dif-
ference in carbon storage between the uncoupled and
coupled simulations:
L  CL
cou  CL
uncT A
cou, 6
O  CO
cou  CO
uncT A
cou, 7
where L is a measure of the models’ release/uptake of
carbon in response to factors such as accelerated soil
carbon and nitrogen overturning, forest dieback, and
stimulated productivity under global warming; and O
is a measure of the models’ reduction in the rate of
ocean carbon uptake under global warming in response
to changes in CO2 solubility, surface to deep ocean
transport, and the biological carbon cycle. The sensitiv-
ity of the global mean surface air temperature to chang-
ing atmospheric CO2, , is defined as
  T A
couCA. 8
Here,  provides complementary information to the
equilibrium climate sensitivity and TCR, and is useful
for comparing our EMIC results to the C4MIP study
(Friedlingstein et al. 2006; Denman et al. 2007).
Finally, the carbon cycle–climate feedback factor, ,
is determined as the ratio between uncoupled and
coupled cumulated emissions:
  CE
uncCE
cou, 9
where 	CuncE and 	C
cou
E are the respective cumulated
CO2 emissions in the uncoupled and coupled simula-
tions (in GtC). We use  to characterize the over-
all feedback to the climate change. The carbon cycle–
climate feedback factor is greater than 1 if the climate
change leads to reduced CO2 uptake by oceans and the
terrestrial biosphere, and thus to lower allowable emis-
sions for a given CO2 pathway or higher atmospheric
CO2 concentrations for a given emission pathway
(i.e., a positive carbon cycle–climate feedback). The
factor is less than 1 for a negative carbon cycle–climate
feedback. In contrast to our emission-based definition,
Denman et al. (2007) determine the feedback factor
from the ratio of coupled to uncoupled atmospheric
CO2 concentrations.
d. Uncertainties in the representation of the carbon
cycle
Uncertainties in the carbon uptake by land and ocean
directly translate into uncertainties in projected atmo-
spheric CO2 or allowable carbon emissions (Joos et al.
2001; Prentice et al. 2001; Edmonds et al. 2004; Jones et
al. 2006a; Matthews 2006). For a comprehensive discus-
sion of the governing processes, feedbacks, their uncer-
tainties, and scales, see the reviews by Prentice et al.
(2001), Field and Raupach (2004), and Denman et al.
(2007). Uncertainties arise from the necessity to param-
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eterize processes covering the spatiotemporal scales of
biochemical reactions in leaves, bacteria, and marine
organisms to the decadal-to-century scales of soil car-
bon dynamics and ocean overturning to the millennial
and global scales of the sediment and weathering
cycles. Key uncertainties for decadal-to-century scale
carbon fluxes are inter alia related to the rate of surface
to deep ocean exchange of carbon and nutrients in the
ocean and its change under global warming; to the re-
sponse of terrestrial productivity (and water use effi-
ciency) to changes in atmospheric CO2, climate, and the
availability of nitrogen and other nutrients; to the rate
of soil overturning and thawing of frozen soils under
current and altered environmental conditions; to veg-
etation dynamics including forest dieback and estab-
lishment; and importantly to a wide range of human
interferences with natural systems. Constraints on the
continental-to-global scale ocean and land carbon
fluxes arise from direct atmospheric observations of
CO2, its isotopes, and O2; from the observed distribu-
tions of a wide range of tracers such as chlorofluoro-
carbons (CFCs), radiocarbon, nutrients, alkalinity, and
carbon within the ocean; from measurements of carbon
fluxes at the land–atmosphere and land–ocean inter-
faces; from soil radiocarbon measurements; from
paleobotanical vegetation cover data; and from statis-
tics on fossil, industrial, and land-use carbon emissions.
The feedbacks between the carbon cycle and the
physical climate system are estimated to be positive
both from palaeodata (Jansen et al. 2007; Joos and
Prentice 2004) and our current system understanding
(Friedlingstein et al. 2006; Greenblatt and Sarmiento
2004), very likely reducing the carbon uptake by ocean
and land under warming relative to a steady climate
(Sarmiento and Le Quéré 1996; Joos et al. 1999; Meyer
et al. 1999; Cox et al. 2000; Friedlingstein et al. 2001;
Joos et al. 2001; Prentice et al. 2001; Plattner et al. 2001;
Matthews 2005; Jones et al. 2006b; Friedlingstein et al.
2006).
The ensemble of models used in this study covers the
range compatible with the available data and the cur-
rent system understanding, and reflects the controversy
in the literature on a range of processes. The ensemble
includes models with a very low terrestrial response to
rising CO2 (“CO2 fertilization”) such as the Terrestrial
Ecosystem Model (TEM; embedded in MIT-IGSM2.3),
which is strongly limited by nitrogen availability, to the
Hadley-SCM that shows a very strong CO2 fertilization
unconstrained by any nutrient limitation. Similarly, the
Hadley-SCM displays a very large release of land car-
bon in response to global warming as it is calibrated to
follow the full Hadley AOGCM (HadCM3LC), which
has only a single soil carbon pool and strong sensitivity
of vegetation to climate, whereas terrestrial carbon
storage increases strongly under the VECODE model
scheme (used in CLIMBER-2, LOVECLIM, and
MoBidiC) and increases weakly in the TEM. The ter-
restrial models thus range from practically absent to
very strong CO2 fertilization and from very strong car-
bon release in response to accelerated soil carbon over-
turning and forest dieback to additional carbon uptake
under global warming as it might be driven by an ac-
celerated nitrogen cycle. The models, however, do not
account for land use and land-use changes (McGuire et
al. 2001; Strassmann et al. 2008). Turning to the ocean,
the CLIMBER-2 model, for example, features slow sur-
face to deep ocean transport of anthropogenic carbon,
whereas the Bern2.5CC shows a (too) vigorous trans-
port. The models show a weak to moderate reduction in
ocean carbon uptake under global warming as is ex-
pected from reduced solubility and increased stratifica-
tion. Future changes in ocean biology are highly uncer-
tain, yet many modeling studies using simple represen-
tations of ocean biology suggest that associated changes
tend to partly offset the physically driven changes in
ocean carbon uptake in these models (e.g., Plattner et
al. 2001). Changes in ocean biology are not taken into
account in the LOVECLIM, UVic 2.7, and Hadley-
SCM models.
3. Results and discussion
As a first analysis, standard physical model metrics of
the eight contributing EMICs and the Hadley-SCM are
compared with those of AOGCMs. The equilibrium
climate sensitivity, TCR, and ocean heat uptake effi-
ciency of the EMICs compare reasonably well with the
AOGCM results (Fig. 2; Table 1).
The equilibrium climate sensitivity ranges from 1.9 to
4.3 K for the suite of EMICs (AOGCMs: 2.1 to 4.4 K),
corresponding to the likely range of 2.0 to 4.5 K given
in IPCC AR4 (Solomon et al. 2007). However, climate
sensitivity is a somewhat tunable parameter in some
EMICs. The TCR from EMICs ranges between 0.9 and
2.3 K (AOGCMs: 1.2 and 2.6 K). Two out of the eight
EMICs have climate sensitivities and TCR’s lower than
the set of AOGCMs. The sensitivities for these two
models are also below the TCR range for the respective
climate sensitivities determined from a large perturbed
physics ensemble of the Bern2.5D EMIC (gray dots),
exploring a wide range of ocean model parameter com-
binations (Knutti et al. 2005). The TCR and equilib-
rium climate sensitivity in EMICs and AOGCMs are
clearly linked and the relationship is nonlinear (Wigley
and Schlesinger 1985; Harvey 1986; Knutti et al. 2005).
In general, TCR is higher at higher climate sensitivity
for both EMICs and AOGCMs, but the relationship
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becomes weaker at higher values of climate sensitivity
and TCR.
Ocean heat uptake efficiency for the group of EMICs
is between 0.6 and 1.1 W m2 K1 compared to 0.5 and
1.0 for AOGCMs. From Fig. 2b it seems that there is
only a weak relationship between TCR and ocean heat
uptake efficiency, with a tendency toward lower TCR
for higher values of ocean heat uptake efficiency. No
clear relationship was found for climate sensitivity
and ocean heat uptake efficiency, in contrast to the
results from AOGCMs reported by Raper et al.
(2002). Ocean heat uptake efficiencies from the large
Bern2.5D ensemble do not extend as low as for two of
the AOGCMs, indicating that there is an inherent
lower limit for ocean heat uptake for this particular
EMIC, probably related to numerical diffusion.
Overall, we find that the strength and rapidity of the
surface temperature response to external forcing and
the rate at which heat storage by the global ocean in-
creases as the global average temperature rises are well
represented in these EMICs. The generally close agree-
ment between EMICs and AOGCMs supports the use
of intermediate-complexity models to project climate
change on the global scale and to complement more
comprehensive AOGCMs.
a. Constant atmospheric composition commitment
Climate change commitment is addressed by keeping
the greenhouse gas concentrations and total radiative
forcing constant after the year 2100 (Fig. 3). The atmo-
spheric composition and radiative forcing from CO2,
non-CO2 greenhouse gases, and aerosols are projected
from SRES emission scenarios A1B, A2, and B1 until
2100 (Nakic´enovic´ et al. 2000) and kept at the year 2100
value afterward (see Fig. 1). Prescribed atmospheric
CO2 concentrations in year 2100 (and constant there-
after) from appendix 2 of IPCC TAR (Houghton et al.
2001; BernCC model) are 540 ppm in scenario B1, 703
ppm in A1B, and 836 ppm in A2. These three scenarios
thus represent examples of low (B1), medium (A1B),
and high (A2) increases in atmospheric CO2, the dom-
inant anthropogenic greenhouse gas, and in the total
radiative forcing among the suite of SRES scenarios.
They have been chosen to illustrate the climate model
response to a given emission pathway. They do not
span the full range of economically and technologically
feasible scenarios, and the selection of the three cases
does not imply a higher likelihood or feasibility of these
cases versus others.
All EMIC and AOGCM projections show that sea
level continues to rise due to thermal expansion for
several centuries after stabilizing the atmospheric CO2
concentrations and total radiative forcing. Thermal ex-
pansion for SRES A1B from EMICs by the year 2100
reaches 0.15–0.45 m and continues to increase substan-
tially until the year 3000 reaching 0.6–2.0 m (Fig. 3).
Note that none of these models includes the additional
runoff from Greenland or other land-based ice sheets
or glaciers. [Over the 1961–2003 period, thermal expan-
FIG. 2. TCR vs (a) equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) and
(b) ocean heat uptake efficiency () for eight EMICs and the
Hadley-SCM (colored squares and triangles), AOGCMs (red
circles), and from a large ensemble of the Bern2.5D EMIC
(Knutti et al. 2005) using different ocean vertical diffusivities and
mixing parameterization (gray dots). For the C-GOLDSTEIN
model, ensemble means and 2 standard deviation uncertainties
due to atmosphere, ocean, and sea ice parameter perturbations
are given for three ensembles with climate sensitivities of 1.5, 3.0,
and 4.5 K. EMIC results are derived from an idealized
2  CO2 profile with prescribed atmospheric CO2 (see main text
and Table 1 for details).
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sion is estimated to contribute about 23% to the total
observed global sea level rise (Bindoff et al. 2007).] In
contrast, surface air temperature changes level off after
approximately a century, reaching 1.3–3.5 K by the year
2100 relative to the year 2000 for SRES A1B, only
modestly increasing thereafter to 2.2–4.6 K warming by
year 3000. The Atlantic meridional overturning circu-
lation (MOC; here defined as the maximum, annual
mean overturning in the North Atlantic below a depth
of 500 m) is temporarily weakened in all EMICs, but
recovers to nearly initial values in all but one of the
models after several centuries. The complete shutdown
of the Atlantic MOC in the Bern2.5CC EMIC leads to
an additional contribution to sea level rise as compared
to the other EMICs, a finding discussed in detail by
Knutti and Stocker (2000). It also illustrates that the
MOC might be close to a threshold in some of the
models, and that for strong enough forcings that last
long enough, nonlinear responses in the climate system
could be triggered (e.g., Stocker and Schmittner 1997;
Stouffer and Manabe 1999; Hargreaves and Annan
2006; Mikolajewicz et al. 2007). In these kinds of mod-
els, the stability of the MOC depends quite strongly on
the various model parameters, in particular, on how
ocean mixing is parameterized (Knutti et al. 2000).
Note also that some AOGCMs show strong downward
drifts in the MOC already in the historical period
(Schneider et al. 2007; Meehl et al. 2007). These are
caused by a drift in the model control state and are
unrelated to the forcing.
Projected surface warming and sea level rise from
thermal expansion by years 2100, 2300, and 3000 for
SRES scenarios B1, A1B, and A2 (with constant atmo-
spheric composition after 2100; Fig. 1) and all EMICs
are summarized in Fig. 4. The EMIC results cover a
wide range for both surface warming and thermal ex-
pansion and this range increases over time. The global
mean surface air temperature increase over the twenty-
first century ranges from 0.7 to 2.3 K for the low-CO2
B1 scenario and from 1.5 to 4.5 K for the high-CO2 A2
scenario. By year 3000, the warming increases to values
from 1.5 to 3.0 K for B1 and 2.9 to 6.1 K for A2. The
temperature increase after year 2100, which we term
the constant composition warming commitment, is 0.6–
1.6 K for B1 and 1.3–2.2 K for A2. In the standard case,
the aerosol forcing is kept constant after the year 2100.
However, it is likely that aerosol precursor emissions
decrease concomitant to the decrease in carbon emis-
sion required to stabilize the atmospheric CO2. Simu-
lations with the Bern2.5CC EMIC show a potential ad-
ditional 0.4 and 0.8 K warming by the year 3000 for
scenarios B1 and A2, respectively, when setting the
TABLE 1. EMICs model parameters describing the response to changes in the external forcing. Model details for EMICs and
Hadley-SCM can be found in appendix A; details on the AOGCM AR4 and C4MIP models are given in Meehl et al. (2005a) and
Friedlingstein et al. (2006). For the C-GOLDSTEIN model, ensemble means from three perturbed physics ensembles with climate
sensitivities 3.0 (standard), 1.5, and 4.5 K (in parenthesis) are given. Results from the Hadley-SCM are included in the EMIC mean and
range. ECS, TCR, and ocean heat uptake efficiency (; Gregory and Mitchell 1997; Raper et al. 2002) are defined as in Meehl et al.
(2007). EMIC results are derived from an idealized 2  CO2 profile with prescribed atmospheric CO2. ECS is calculated as the change
in global mean surface air temperature at year 3000. TCR and  are calculated from 20-yr-averaged quantities centered at the time of
CO2 doubling (here year 70; see the text for details).
Model ECS (K) TCR (K)  (W m2 K1)
EMICs
Bern2.5CC 3.20 1.70 0.89
C-GOLDSTEIN 2.93 (1.48–4.45) 1.75 (0.88–2.66) 0.83 (0.86–0.81)
CLIMBER-2 2.91 1.75 0.86
CLIMBER-2–LPJ 2.84 1.70 0.87
CLIMBER-3 3.56 2.28 0.61
LOVECLIM 1.92 0.87 1.01
MIT-IGSM2.3 1.98 1.31 0.72
MoBidiC 1.96 1.01 1.08
UVic 2.7 4.27 2.02 0.85
Hadley-SCM 3.00 1.90 —
EMIC mean 2.86 1.63 0.86
EMIC range 1.92–4.27 0.87–2.28 0.61–1.08
AOGCMs AR4
AOGCMs AR4 mean 3.26 1.76 0.69
AOGCMs AR4 range 2.1–4.4 1.2–2.6 0.5–1.0
C4MIP models
C4MIP mean — 2.1 —
C4MIP range — 1.2–2.7 —
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FIG. 3. (a) Radiative forcing, (b) global mean surface warming, (c) sea level rise from thermal
expansion, and (d) Atlantic MOC from eight EMICs for IPCC scenario SRES A1B and stable radiative
forcing after the year 2100. EMIC results (colored lines) are compared to IPCC AR4 AOGCM results
(gray lines). Vertical bars to the right in (b)–(d) indicate  two standard deviation uncertainties due to
atmosphere, ocean, and sea ice parameter perturbations in the C-GOLDSTEIN model for three
ensembles with climate sensitivities of 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 K. In (a) the concentration of equivalent CO2
is additionally given on the right axis. The CO2 equivalents and radiative forcing are related through
Eq. (1). EMIC and AOGCM modelers were free to decide on which forcing components to include in
their historic runs and the future projections. As a result, radiative forcing values (and equivalents
of CO2) differ among the models included. Anomalies in (b) and (c) are given relative to the year
2000.
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negative aerosol forcing (B1, 0.6 W m2; A2, 1.3 W
m2) to zero after the year 2100. The thermal expan-
sion since the year 2000 ranges from 0.1 to 0.3 m for B1
and 0.2 to 0.5 m for A2 by 2100. By the year 3000, the
thermal expansion increases to values from 0.4 to 1.4 m
for B1 and 0.7 to 2.6 m for A2. This corresponds to a
post-2100 sea level commitment of 0.3–1.1 m for B1 and
0.5–2.2 m for A2. Figure 4 also illustrates that indepen-
dent of the scenario applied, the climate change com-
mitment from the thermal expansion takes much longer
to fully evolve compared to the surface warming com-
mitment, due to the large inertia of the oceans (Meehl
et al. 2005b; Wigley 2005). The wide spread of climate
change commitments projected by these eight EMICs
and the ranges for the perturbed physics ensembles
from the C-GOLDSTEIN model clearly indicate that
absolute values of projected climate change commit-
ments for any given scenario largely depend on the
specific model setup. Long-term global warming and
sea level rise from thermal expansion are both mainly
determined by climate sensitivity.
Comparison of these EMIC results with results from
comprehensive AOGCMs up to the year 2300 in Figs. 3
and 4 indicates that the suite of EMICs generally re-
produces the AOGCM behavior reasonably well on the
hemispheric-to-global scale. The average levels of pro-
FIG. 4. (a) Global mean surface warming and (b) sea level rise from thermal expansion since the year 2000 from
eight EMICs for the three IPCC illustrative SRES scenarios B1, A1B, and A2 and stable radiative forcing after the
year 2100. EMIC results (colored symbols) are compared to the range from the IPCC AR4 AOGCM results (red
circles). Light blue bars indicate  two standard deviation uncertainties due to atmosphere, ocean, and sea ice
parameter perturbations in the C-GOLDSTEIN model for three ensembles with climate sensitivities of 1.5, 3.0,
and 4.5 K. EMIC min–max values are highlighted by the gray-shaded area.
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jected surface warming for the suite of EMICs tend to
be lower than the ones from AOGCMs, whereas ther-
mal expansions from sea level rise tend to be higher,
consistent with the high EMIC ocean heat uptake effi-
ciencies shown in Fig. 2. (Note that the number of avail-
able AOGCMs is reduced after the year 2100; thus, the
AOGCM ranges at 2100 and 2300 cannot be compared
directly.) On the other hand, the transient reduction of
the meridional overturning circulation over the twenty-
first century in most EMICs is similar to the AOGCMs,
providing further support that this class of models can
be used for long-term commitment projections and
probabilistic projections involving large ensemble simu-
lations.
Recently, studies investigating constant composition
commitments (Knutti et al. 2005; Matthews 2006) have
used the previously introduced SP450–SP1000 CO2 sta-
bilization profiles, where atmospheric CO2 is stabilized
at levels from 450 to 1000 ppm. EMICs results for these
SP stabilization profiles lead to qualitatively very simi-
lar conclusions compared with the SRES scenarios dis-
cussed above. However, the CO2 stabilization profiles
allow us to investigate the effects of different shapes of
CO2 stabilization pathways on climate change and cli-
mate change commitments. Stabilization profiles with a
delayed turning point (DSP) or overshoot (OSP) in at-
mospheric CO2 concentrations have been run by all
EMICs. The immediate climate change effects in these
adapted stabilization profiles turn out to be very similar
to the standard stabilization cases as the additional
radiative forcing is relatively small (not shown). Impli-
cations for the inferred emission reductions will be
discussed in section 3c (see Fig. 11). The suite of EMICs
might however underestimate the climate effects due to
these forcing differences as many potentially nonlinear
processes are not included (e.g., ice sheet, permafrost,
or ecosystem dynamics). Using an AOGCM and pre-
scribing a larger CO2 overshoot, Tsutsui et al. (2007)
found larger and longer-lasting climate effects, particu-
larly in the ocean temperature and sea level response.
b. Zero emission commitment
The climate change commitments in response to ear-
lier carbon emissions are investigated with the five
EMICs that include interactive representations of the
global carbon cycle (Figs. 5–7). Anthropogenic carbon
emissions, inferred from four CO2 stabilization pro-
files, are prescribed until the year 2100 and set to zero
thereafter until the year 3000. No other forcing agents
FIG. 5. Carbon emissions, atmospheric CO2, and climate response since preindustrial times for five
EMICs with an interactive carbon cycle and emission pathway SP750EC2100. (a) Prescribed cumulated
carbon emissions for SP750EC2100 (solid) and other emissions pathways (dashed), (b) modeled evo-
lution of atmospheric CO2, (c) change in global mean surface air temperature, and (d) sea level rise from
thermal expansion. Annual carbon emissions have been inferred from the BernCC model for different
SP CO2 stabilization profiles, and set to zero after the year 2100. The small increase in surface air
temperature near the year 2700 in the UVic ESCM is caused by sudden adjustments in convection sites
and sea ice as the Atlantic MOC recovers to near its preindustrial value.
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have been included in these simulations. The climate
and carbon cycle responses after the year 2100 are then
entirely driven by changes induced by prior carbon
emissions. In the following, we discuss the results for
the emission pathway SP750EC2100 (Figs. 5 and 6).
Atmospheric CO2 slowly decreases toward a new equi-
librium level after the year 2100 as part of the excess
CO2 gets taken up by the terrestrial biota and, more
importantly, the ocean. The new equilibrium is not yet
reached by the year 3000 in any of the models for any
of the pathways applied due to the long time scale of
fossil CO2 removal from the atmosphere (Kasting and
Schultz 1996; Archer et al. 1997; Archer 2005). The
year-3000 CO2 concentration is still substantially higher
than the present concentration (370 ppm), despite the
drastic (and probably unrealistic) reduction in carbon
emissions. It takes between 48 and 364 yr for the atmo-
spheric CO2 concentration to drop from a maximum of
650–700 ppm in year 2100 to below the level of two
times the preindustrial CO2. The airborne fraction of
CO2, that is, the percentage of total CO2 emissions stay-
ing in the atmosphere, decreases from high values
(39%–55%) in year 2100 to 15%–27% in year 3000.
Storage of excess CO2 in the ocean is continuously be-
coming more important as can be seen from the in-
crease in the ocean carbon inventory and in the ocean
uptake fraction from 24%–34% in the year 2100 to
49%–62% in year 3000. In contrast, the fraction of CO2
taken up by the terrestrial biosphere remains rather
constant over time, ranging from 15%–29% in the year
2100 to 12%–29% in year 3000. For comparison, recent
results for the suite of C4MIP models and air-, land-
and ocean-borne fractions in the year 2100 under SRES
A2 range from 42% to 71% (atmosphere), 1% to 27%
(land), and 15% to 36% (ocean) (Friedlingstein et al.
2006; Denman et al. 2007). We note that ocean–sedi-
ment interactions, not included in the models, will
influence the redistribution of CO2 on time scales of
FIG. 6. Changes in carbon inventories since preindustrial times for five EMICs with an interactive
carbon cycle and emission pathway SP750EC2100. (a) Modeled change in atmospheric CO2, (b) air-
borne fraction of CO2, (c) change in the terrestrial carbon inventory, (d) terrestrial uptake fraction of
CO2, (e) change in the ocean carbon inventory, and (f) ocean uptake fraction of CO2.
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millennia (Archer et al. 1997), and will further reduce
atmospheric CO2 beyond the year 3000.
Surface warming and sea level rise from thermal ex-
pansion also continue for several decades or even sev-
eral centuries, with absolute values for a given pathway
strongly dependent on any particular model and model
setup (Fig. 5). This is qualitatively similar to what has
been discussed for the SRES A1B scenario for EMICs
and AOGCMs (Fig. 3). Most of the EMICs, however,
start to show decreasing surface air temperature and
sea level anomalies by the year 3000 for all zero-
emissions pathways considered. The UVic 2.7 ESCM
exhibits a stronger surface warming, caused by a com-
bination of higher climate sensitivity compared to the
FIG. 7. Changes in carbon inventories by the year 3000 vs the total accumulated carbon emissions for five EMICs
with an interactive carbon cycle and emission pathways SP450EC2100–SP1000EC2100. (a) Change in atmospheric
CO2 since preindustrial times, (b) airborne fraction of CO2, (c) cumulated terrestrial carbon uptake since pre-
industrial times, (d) terrestrial uptake fraction of CO2, (e) cumulated oceanic carbon uptake since preindustrial
times, and (f) ocean uptake fraction of CO2 at year 3000.
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other EMICs (but similar to many of the AOGCMs in
Fig. 3) and a greater positive climate–carbon cycle feed-
back, partly due to decreasing surface albedo. As a con-
sequence of the slow removal of excess CO2 from the
atmosphere, emissions effected over the twenty-first
century continue to impact atmospheric CO2 and cli-
mate even at year 3000 (Archer et al. 1997), and both
surface temperature and sea level are still substantially
higher than the preindustrial (by 1.1–3.7 K and 0.2–
1.1 m in SP750EC2100) and present-day values (by 0.8–
2.8 K and 0.2–1.0 m in SP750EC2100). Compared to the
year 2100, global surface temperatures are reduced by a
few tenths of a degree by the year 3000 in most of the
EMICs and all of the scenarios considered. In contrast,
sea level in the year 3000 is still substantially higher
(by 0.2–0.7 m for SP750EC2100) than in the year 2100
in all of the EMICs. The minimum surface warming
and thermal expansion by the year 3000 compared
to the present day are, respectively, 0.2 K and 0.2 m
for LOVECLIM and SP450EC2100, the lowest zero-
emissions pathway considered. For the projected sea
level rise, however, it should be noted that none of
these models includes the additional runoff from
Greenland or other land-based ice sheets or glaciers.
According to the IPCC AR4 AOGCM simulations,
thermal expansion contributes only 70%–75% of the
projected sea level rise in the year 2100 under the SRES
emissions scenarios (Meehl et al. 2007). Including these
additional contributions to global sea level would thus
substantially increase the projected sea level rise and
also alter the modeled temporal evolution.
Atmospheric CO2 in the year 3000 is approximately
linearly related to the total amount of carbon emitted in
each model, but with substantial spread among the
models in both slope and absolute values (Fig. 7). For
example, the projected atmospheric CO2 by the year
3000 from individual EMICs differs by more than 80
ppm in pathway SP750EC2100 (Fig. 7a), despite iden-
tical prescribed carbon emissions. This model range in-
creases with increasing total carbon emissions. On the
other hand, the airborne fraction by the year 3000 for
individual EMICs remains comparatively stable among
pathways (Fig. 7b). The small increase in the airborne
fraction with higher CO2 emission levels is probably
caused by (i) the models being still farther away from
the new equilibrium in the year 3000 and (ii) stronger
carbon cycle–climate feedbacks at higher CO2 levels.
Overall, the relative distribution of the excess carbon
among the atmosphere, ocean, and terrestrial biosphere
by the year 3000 is rather constant across the different
zero-emissions pathways for each individual EMIC, yet
the relative contributions and numbers differ substan-
tially between EMICs. All models find that most of the
anthropogenic carbon emissions are eventually taken
up by the ocean (49%–62%) in the year 3000, and that
a substantial fraction (15%–28%) is still airborne even
after carbon emissions have ceased for 900 yr.
Finally, this zero-emissions modeling exercise also
highlights the difference between a pathway toward sta-
bilization of atmospheric CO2 concentrations as in the
SP profiles, with comparatively slow reductions in CO2
emissions, and an immediate, drastic reduction in CO2
emissions as in the zero-emissions pathways. For ex-
ample, for the Bern2.5CC EMIC, the atmospheric CO2
concentration in pathway SP750EC2100 and year 3000
is 433 ppm (Fig. 5b) compared to the 750 ppm in
the CO2 stabilization profile SP750. The difference of
317 ppm roughly corresponds to a 670-GtC reduction in
atmospheric CO2 and a total difference in the cumu-
lated CO2 emissions of about 2640 GtC. Using Eq. (1),
the atmospheric CO2 difference leads to an almost
3 W m2 reduction in radiative forcing in the zero-
emissions case compared to the stabilized concentra-
tion case. This difference in radiative forcing results in
substantially different climate responses by the year
3000, with global surface warming and a sea level rise
from thermal expansion of 1.3 versus 2.2 K and 0.4
versus 0.7 m in the zero-emissions case compared to the
stabilized concentration case. The larger and earlier the
emission reductions, the larger the difference compared
to the standard CO2 stabilization case. Overall, these
results indicate that twenty-first century emissions rep-
resent a minimum commitment of climate change for
several centuries, irrespective of later emissions.
c. Allowed emissions for CO2 stabilization
The amount of carbon emissions implied by a given
CO2 stabilization pathway depends on how much and
how efficiently carbon is taken up by the ocean and the
terrestrial biosphere (Enting et al. 1994; Schimel et al.
1997; Joos et al. 2001; Prentice et al. 2001; Edmonds et
al. 2004; Matthews 2006), the two major, fast-
responding natural reservoirs exchanging CO2 with the
atmosphere. Allowable emissions are equal to the (pre-
scribed) change in the atmospheric carbon inventory
plus the carbon uptake by land and ocean.
Projections of allowed emissions for CO2 stabiliza-
tion at 550 ppm from five EMICs and the Hadley-SCM
are compared in Fig. 8a. Note that the scenarios used
here are idealized, and are not based on any economic
model. They are used only to illustrate the response of
the carbon cycle, and some scenarios might not be eco-
nomically feasible or optimal. The resulting multimodel
range is large, ranging from 1221 GtC in the Hadley-
SCM to 1918 GtC in the Bern2.5CC EMIC in year 2300
for SP550. To put these EMIC results into perspective,
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the multimodel range for SP550 is compared to the
range of carbon cycle–related uncertainty in allowable
emissions from the Bern2.5CC EMIC (gray shaded
area in Fig. 8a). Bern2.5CC cumulated emissions in
SP550 vary between 
23% and 29% in year 2100
(
31% and 31% in year 2300) about the reference
case. The range has been generated using assumptions
about carbon cycle uncertainty as in IPCC TAR (Joos
et al. 2001; Prentice et al. 2001), varying ocean transport
parameters and parameterizations describing the cy-
cling of carbon through the terrestrial biosphere. Upper
bounds of allowed emissions are generated with a
“fast” carbon cycle that efficiently removes excess CO2
from the atmosphere, while lower bounds are gener-
ated with a “slow” carbon cycle that is inefficient in
removing excess CO2 from the atmosphere. We note
that the uncertainty in climate sensitivity is not yet
taken into account (for details, see the Bern2.5CC
model description in appendix A). Cumulated allowed
emissions from all EMICs lie between the Bern2.5CC
standard setup and the setup with an inefficient carbon
cycle (Fig. 8a), only the Hadley-SCM projects even
lower emissions, in line with the full Hadley AOGCM
(HadCM3LC; Jones et al. 2006b). The multimodel
range in the year 2300 is almost as large as the uncer-
tainty range resulting from changing carbon cycle set-
tings in the Bern2.5CC EMIC only (1421–2443 GtC in
year 2300). These large differences in the efficiency to
take up additional CO2 between EMICs will be further
discussed in section 3d.
Different sources of uncertainty in allowable carbon
emissions for the stabilization profiles and the Bern2.5CC
EMIC are addressed by factorial experiments (Fig. 9;
illustrated for SP550). Cumulated emissions for the pe-
riod from 2000 to 2100 (to 2300) range from 596 GtC
(933 GtC) for profile SP450 to 1236 GtC (3052 GtC)
for profile SP1000 in the standard Bern2.5CC setup.
The efficient (inefficient) carbon cycle settings, in com-
bination with an unchanged climate sensitivity of 3.2 K,
result in cumulated allowable emissions that are in-
creased (reduced) compared to the reference case by

29% (26%) for SP450 in year 2100 [
35% (27%)
in year 2300] and by 
20% (28%) for SP1000 [
26%
(32%) in year 2300]. In other words, this Bern2.5CC
percentage uncertainty range remains roughly similar
over the next few centuries and across the SP profiles.
Varying the climate sensitivity between 1.5 and 4.5 K
while keeping all other parameters constant yields an
uncertainty range in allowable emissions of 
9% to
3% in the year 2100 for SP450 (
10% to 5% in year
2300) and by 
6% to 3% in the year 2100 for SP1000
(
8% to 7% in year 2300). The projected range in
allowable Bern2.5CC emissions is overall very constant
FIG. 8. Projected cumulated allowable carbon emissions lead-
ing to stabilization of atmospheric CO2 at 550 ppm and the
impact of climate change on these emissions for five IPCC AR4
EMICs with an interactive carbon cycle plus the Hadley-
SCM. (a) Implied carbon emissions for a coupled (i.e., cli-
mate change, COU) simulation and stabilization profile SP550.
(b) Implied CO2 emissions for an uncoupled (i.e., no climate
change, UNC) simulation. (c) Difference between uncoupled
and coupled simulations, i.e., the strength of the carbon cycle–
climate feedback. Positive (negative) numbers indicate a reduc-
tion (increase) in allowed emissions if climate change is taken
into account. The gray-shaded area in (a) corresponds to the
Bern2.5CC range of uncertainties in the carbon cycle processes
(“range C-Cycle” in Fig. 9). IPCC TAR BernCC results (tur-
quoise solid) are also given in (a). Results for Bern2.5CC,
CLIMBER-2–LPJ, MIT-IGSM2.3, and LOVECLIM are 31-yr
running averages.
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over time and across the number of investigated
SP CO2 stabilization profiles. These Bern2.5CC ranges
agree well with the UVic 2.7 results (
12% to 10%
about the reference case in SP550 by year 2200), but
are substantially larger than ranges found in the
MIT-IGSM2.3 model (between 
2% and 2% in
SP550 throughout the simulation) for similar values of
climate sensitivities (not shown).
Combining the lower bound for climate sensitivity
(1.5 K) with the parameter settings for an efficient car-
bon cycle in the Bern2.5CC model leads to more or less
unchanged upper bounds compared to the standard
case (3.2 K) due to compensating effects of carbon stor-
age in the terrestrial and oceanic pools. In contrast, a
higher climate sensitivity of 4.5 K combined with an
inefficient carbon cycle widens the range of allowable
emissions at the lower bound. This result, illustrated in
Fig. 9 for SP550, is found for all stabilization profiles
considered here. The projected range of allowable
emissions when combining the uncertainties is 
27% to
32% about the reference case in the year 2100 for
SP450 (
31% to 32% in year 2300) and 
20% to
32% in year 2100 for SP1000 (
26% to 40% in year
2300).
Finally, the results for the carbon cycle–related
uncertainty in allowable annual emissions from the
Bern2.5CC EMIC and the series of SP450–SP1000 CO2
stabilization profiles are summarized in Fig. 10. Calcu-
lated anthropogenic emissions in year 2000 for the
lower and upper bounds are 7.4 and 9.4 GtC yr1, re-
spectively, in agreement with the range of data-based
estimates for the 1990s [6.4  0.4 GtC yr1 from fossil
emissions plus 0.5–2.7 GtC yr1 from land-use change;
after Denman et al. (2007), based on Houghton (1999),
DeFries et al. (2002), Houghton (2003), and Marland et
al. (2006)]. The design of the CO2 stabilization profiles
implies that projected allowed emissions continue to
increase for at least another decade (lower bound
SP450) to a century at most (upper bound SP1000), and
then start to decline below present levels within a cen-
tury or two. By the year 2300, when atmospheric CO2 is
close to being stabilized in all SP profiles, the lowest
and uppermost emission values required for CO2
stabilization between 450 and 1000 ppm are 1.0 and
6.5 GtC yr1, well below the present levels. Results
from the Bern2.5CC EMIC are very closely compa-
rable to the BernCC results of Joos et al. (2001) in-
cluded in IPCC TAR (Prentice et al. 2001) and dis-
cussed in Edmonds et al. (2004), and the small differ-
ences can be largely explained by differences in CO2
trajectories and the use of different ocean models.
These model results confirm that for the stabilization
of atmospheric CO2 as prescribed in profiles SP450–
SP1000 (Fig. 1), the emissions need to be reduced well
below the year 2000 values (Joos et al. 1999; Friedling-
stein et al. 2001; Prentice et al. 2001; Edmonds et al.
FIG. 9. Projected cumulated allowable carbon emissions leading
to stabilization of atmospheric CO2 at 550 ppm for model setups
with different climate sensitivities and carbon cycle settings in the
Bern2.5CC EMIC. Uncertainties in the carbon cycle processes for
the Bern2.5CC EMIC are calculated as in IPCC TAR (see the text
and appendix A for details). Different colored lines differentiate
the separate and combined effects of the carbon cycle and climate
on allowable emissions: standard, black solid; climate sensitivity
of 1.5–4.5 K with standard carbon cycle, blue dashed; efficient–
inefficient carbon cycle at the standard climate sensitivity of 3.2 K,
black dashed line and gray-shaded area; and efficient carbon
cycle–low climate sensitivity of 1.5 K and inefficient carbon cycle–
high climate sensitivity of 4.5 K, orange dashed. Results are 31-yr
running averages.
FIG. 10. Projected allowable carbon emissions leading to stabi-
lization of atmospheric CO2 at different levels and the effects of
uncertainty in carbon cycle processes on calculated emissions as
projected with the Bern2.5CC EMIC. Uncertainties in the carbon
cycle processes for the Bern2.5CC EMIC are calculated as in
IPCC TAR (see the text and appendix A for details). Dashed
lines highlight the lower bounds of the uncertainty ranges for
individual profiles if otherwise hidden. Results are 31-yr running
averages.
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2004). This is true for the full range of CO2 stabilization
simulations covering carbon cycle uncertainty, includ-
ing the upper bound, which is based on rather extreme
assumptions of terrestrial carbon cycle processes. This
upper bound, determined by assuming no response of
heterotrophic respiration to temperature changes and
strong CO2 fertilization (see details in appendix A),
potentially leads to unrealistically high projections of
allowable CO2 emissions.
Projected allowed emissions for stabilization profiles
also depend on the shape of the pathway leading to
stabilization (Fig. 11). Annual CO2 emissions for the
stabilization of atmospheric CO2 at 450 ppm, but with
different pathways leading to stabilization (SP450 and
OSP450), differ by up to 5.3 GtC yr1 (52%; in year
2041) in the Bern2.5CC EMIC and differences in the
cumulated CO2 emissions reach a maximum of about
130 GtC shortly after the time of the atmospheric CO2
peak in the overshoot case around the year 2060. On a
multicentury time scale, however, differences in cumu-
lated emissions approach zero in all EMICs. Postpon-
ing actions to reduce emissions implies more stringent
actions later on in order to stabilize atmospheric CO2 at
a specified level. This can be seen from the steeper
slopes in allowable emissions in the overshoot and de-
layed turning point cases compared to the standard pro-
files in Fig. 11. In the OSP350 case, allowable emissions
even have to go below zero in the future in order to
stabilize the atmospheric CO2 at 350 ppm. According to
these model results, overshooting and returning to 350
ppm is therefore not possible without active CO2 re-
moval from the atmosphere by measures such as, for
example, capture and geological storage of CO2 (Hof-
fert et al. 2002; Lackner 2003; Harvey 2004; Haugan
and Joos 2004; Keith et al. 2005). In contrast, allowable
emissions for stabilization at 450 ppm (SP450 and
OSP450) remain above zero throughout the simulation
in all of the EMICs.
d. Model sensitivities to CO2 and climate
To quantify the individual effects of increasing atmo-
spheric CO2 and climate change on terrestrial and oce-
anic carbon storage and on allowable emissions, addi-
tional simulations have been performed for all SP pro-
files considered. In these simulations, CO2 was
prescribed as in the standard setup (“coupled,” COU),
but did not affect climate (“uncoupled,” UNC; Fig. 8b).
The impact of increasing atmospheric CO2 is then esti-
mated from the uncoupled simulations, whereas the
magnitude of the climate-induced changes, that is, the
carbon cycle–climate feedback, is estimated by differ-
encing uncoupled and coupled runs (Fig. 8c; see section
2c for details).
The multimodel range in cumulated allowable emis-
sions for the stabilization profile SP550 in the un-
coupled simulations is 1476–1924 GtC in the year 2300.
This range is 36% smaller than the multimodel range in
the coupled simulations, yet it is still substantial. The
large differences in the uncoupled simulations highlight
the need for improved representations of carbon cycle
processes in these models apart from the sensitivity to
climate change, a task still hampered by our current
incomplete understanding of the fundamental pro-
cesses driving land and ocean CO2 uptake, as alluded to
in section 2d.
Differences in allowable emissions between un-
coupled and coupled simulations vary substantially be-
tween models. Values for the six models in Fig. 8c and
the CO2 stabilization profile SP550 range from about
0 to 
95 GtC by the year 2000 (1% to 
25% reduc-
FIG. 11. Projected allowable carbon emissions leading to stabi-
lization of atmospheric CO2 at given stabilization levels for the
Bern2.5CC EMIC for different pathways leading to stabilization.
(a) Assumed trajectories of CO2 concentrations in the SP, OSP,
and DSP profiles. (b) Implied carbon emissions as projected with
the Bern2.5CC EMIC. Profiles with the delayed turning point in
the atmospheric CO2 increase (DSP) or atmospheric CO2 over-
shoot (OSP) are compared to the standard SP profile. Results are
31-yr running averages.
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tion compared to emissions from the uncoupled simu-
lation), 33 to 
520 GtC by year 2100 (3% to

50%), and 33 to 
704 GtC by year 2300 (2% to

58%). These differences in allowable emissions imply
substantial differences in atmospheric CO2 between
runs with and without climate change if the emissions
were prescribed. Assuming an airborne fraction of 50%
in the year 2100 [see Fig. 6 or Friedlingstein et al.
FIG. 12. Model sensitivities to increasing atmospheric CO2 and climate change for five IPCC
AR4 EMICs plus the Hadley-SCM for stabilization of atmospheric CO2 at 1000 ppm (SP1000,
solid lines) following Friedlingstein et al. (2006). (a) Projected surface warming response to
atmospheric CO2, (b) evolution of the carbon cycle–climate feedback factor , (c) sensitivity
of land uptake to atmospheric CO2, (d) sensitivity of land uptake to climate, (e) sensitivity of
ocean uptake to atmospheric CO2, and (f) sensitivity of ocean uptake to climate. The linear
sensitivity parameters , , and  discussed in the main text correspond to the slopes of the
lines in the different panels. The feedback factor  is 1 for a negative and 1 for a positive
carbon cycle–climate feedback. Negative numbers in (d) and (f) indicate a reduction in the
cumulated fluxes due to global warming. To illustrate the sensitivity to different CO2 path-
ways, Bern2.5CC results for additional emission scenarios and CO2 stabilization profiles are
shown: SP550 and SP750, black dashed; SRES scenarios B1, A1B, and A2 with prescribed emis-
sions, black dotted; or prescribed CO2 held constant after the year 2100, black dashed–dotted.
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(2006)] implies an additional 44–245 ppm of atmo-
spheric CO2. Results for SP750 and SP1000 (not shown)
indicate that the percent differences in the allowable
emissions between coupled and uncoupled simulations
increase with higher levels of CO2 stabilization. For
stabilization at 1000 ppm and the year 2300, for ex-
ample, climate change reduces the allowable emissions
in models with a positive feedback between 12% and
66%. These numbers are in the same range as numbers
reported in previous studies investigating carbon cycle–
climate feedbacks and their effects on atmospheric CO2
or allowable emissions in future scenarios (Sarmiento
et al. 1998; Joos et al. 1999; Matear et al. 2000; Joos et
al. 2001; Plattner et al. 2001; Friedlingstein et al. 2001; Cox
et al. 2000; Jones et al. 2006b; Friedlingstein et al. 2006).
We analyze model sensitivities to increasing atmo-
spheric CO2 and to climate change using Eqs. (2)–(9),
introduced in section 2c. Results for simulations with
prescribed atmospheric CO2 concentrations are pre-
sented in Figs. 8 and 12 and are listed in Tables 2 and 3.
We will show that using results from prescribed con-
centration scenarios to determine carbon cycle sensi-
tivities to CO2 and climate may be preferable to using
results from emission scenarios, as was done in the
method of Friedlingstein et al. (2006).
Four out of the six models show the expected result
of a positive carbon cycle–climate feedback (Friedling-
stein et al. 2006). One model shows almost no differ-
ence (MIT-IGSM2.3) and one model even produces a
negative feedback (LOVECLIM) with higher emis-
sions in the coupled run (Fig. 8c). The terrestrial bio-
sphere module VECODE (Brovkin et al. 2002) used in
LOVECLIM simulates an increase in net primary pro-
ductivity (NPP) due to the warming in the case of
ample moisture. As precipitation increases with warm-
ing in the physical model, NPP increases in the coupled
simulation. The nearly absent feedback in MIT-
IGSM2.3 also results from an increase in CO2 uptake
by the terrestrial biosphere under global warming. The
latter occurs because the uptake of atmospheric CO2 by
plants in the Terrestrial Ecosystems Model (TEM) is
assumed to be constrained by nitrogen availability
(McGuire et al. 1992; Melillo et al. 1993). If global
warming is accounted for, then the enhanced nitrogen
mineralization will alleviate the nitrogen constraint and
allow all ecosystems, including boreal and temperate
forests, to benefit more from CO2 fertilization. Using
TEM without interactive carbon–nitrogen coupling re-
sults in reduced terrestrial carbon uptake under climate
change (Sokolov et al. 2008), similar to the results seen
in the other terrestrial ecosystem models.
Surface warming, cumulated carbon uptake by the
terrestrial biosphere, and cumulated carbon uptake by
the ocean all increase with increasing CO2 and show a
close-to-linear dependence on atmospheric CO2 in sta-
bilization profile SP1000, except when CO2 approaches
stabilization (the “vertical” part at the end of the simu-
lations in Fig. 12a, 12c, and 12e). The multimodel range
in , the carbon sensitivity parameter to increasing
CO2, is substantially larger for the terrestrial biosphere
component than for the ocean component (Table 2).
This is consistent with the findings of Edmonds et al.
(2004) and Friedlingstein et al. (2006), showing that
uncertainties in model-derived allowable emissions by
the year 2100 are to a large extent determined by un-
certainties in land carbon cycling.
Climate change, on average, leads to a reduction in
carbon storage in both land and ocean (Figs. 12d and
TABLE 2. EMICs model sensitivities to CO2 and climate change: standard results. Model sensitivities to increasing atmospheric CO2
(surface warming, ; terrestrial CO2 uptake, L; oceanic CO2 uptake, O) and sensitivities to climate change (terrestrial CO2 uptake,
L; oceanic CO2 uptake, O) have been determined using Eqs. (2)–(11). Standard EMIC results have been derived from a profile with
prescribed CO2 stabilizing at 1000 ppm (SP1000) and the year 2100. Results for the C4MIP models have been derived from a scenario
with prescribed anthropogenic carbon emissions (SRES A2; Friedlingstein et al. 2006).
Model
Carbon cycle–climate
feedback factor ()

(K ppm1)
L
(GtC ppm1)
O
(GtC ppm1)
L
(GtC K1)
O
(GtC K1)
EMICs standard: SP1000 for the year 2100
Bern2.5CC 1.12 0.0070 1.42 1.63 64 15
CLIMBER-2–LPJ 1.08 0.0067 1.43 1.11 38 12
LOVECLIM 0.97 0.0028 0.83 1.26 83 31
MIT-IGSM2.3 1.00 0.0051 0.55 1.34 13 14
UVic 2.7 1.20 0.0082 1.56 1.39 75 28
Hadley-SCM 1.45 0.0081 2.19 1.15 195 14
EMIC MEAN 1.14 0.0063 1.33 1.31 46 19
EMIC RANGE 0.97 to 1.45 0.0028 to 0.0082 0.55 to 2.19 1.11 to 1.63 83 to 195 12 to 31
C4MIP models: SRES A2 for the year 2100
C4MIP MEAN 1.18 0.0061 1.35 1.13 79 30
C4MIP RANGE 1.04 to 1.44 0.0038 to 0.0072 0.2 to 2.8 0.8 to 1.6 20 to 177 14 to 67
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12f; Table 2). Notable exceptions are the MIT-IGSM2.3
and LOVECLIM EMICs discussed earlier, which
project terrestrial carbon storage to increase with
changing climate. These EMIC sensitivities to climate
translate into a mean sensitivity of cumulated allowed
carbon emissions to climate of 66 GtC K1 (EMIC
range: 
46 to 209). The terrestrial biosphere re-
sponse to climate change dominates the overall carbon
cycle–climate feedback over the first centuries of the
simulations, but the ocean becomes continuously more
important as can be seen from the increasing slopes in
Fig. 12f.
To determine how the exact definition and the ap-
plied scenario affect the calculated model sensitivity
parameters, we have examined the results for addi-
tional SP stabilization profiles, SRES scenarios with
prescribed CO2, and SRES scenarios with prescribed
emissions for the Bern2.5CC EMIC. The choice of sce-
nario, method of calculation (prescribed emissions ver-
sus prescribed concentration), and time of evaluation
can substantially affect results (Fig. 12; Table 3).
The sensitivity of the global mean surface air tem-
perature to changing atmospheric CO2, , tends to be
smaller in scenarios with higher total atmospheric CO2
levels and faster rates of increase in CO2. Note that  is
reduced by over 30% in the year 2100 and SRES A2
compared to B1. Both L and O are smaller for high
than for low carbon emissions or atmospheric CO2 con-
centration scenarios. For example, L and O are about
40% smaller in SRES A2 compared to B1 at year 2100.
These differences in the sensitivities of land and ocean
carbon uptake to CO2 point to strong nonlinearities in
the carbon cycle related, for example, to system time
lags, the carbonate chemistry in the ocean, or CO2 fer-
tilization on land. These nonlinearities need to be prop-
erly accounted for when evaluating the carbon cycle–
climate feedback.
The carbon sensitivities to climate change, , L, and
O, are hardly affected by the choice of scenario when
either carbon emissions or atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tions are prescribed. In contrast, differences in  values
evaluated from scenarios with prescribed carbon emis-
sions and prescribed CO2 concentrations are surpris-
ingly large. While differences in the L and O values
between these two setups are comparatively modest
(7% and 8%, respectively) and explained by different
CO2 concentrations in the uncoupled simulations, dif-
ferences in L (20%) and, in particular, in O values
(55%–63%) are substantial (Table 3). These differ-
ences in  arise from methodological differences be-
tween the two approaches. In the prescribed CO2 con-
centration case,  can be directly determined from the
difference between coupled and uncoupled simulations
[see Eqs. (6) and (7)]. In contrast, in the prescribed
carbon emissions case,  is needed to separate the cli-
mate-only effect from the combined climate plus CO2
effect on the ocean and land carbon uptake. According
to Friedlingstein et al. (2006), L and O are then cal-
culated as
L  CL
cou  CL
unc  LCA
cou  CA
unc T A
cou
10
and
O  CO
cou  CO
unc  OCA
cou  CA
unc T A
cou,
11
respectively. The land and ocean sensitivities to the to-
tal CO2 increase over the entire simulation are repre-
sented by L and O, respectively. However, more ap-
propriate is to apply  values representative for the
additional, carbon cycle–climate feedback induced CO2
increase only, 	L and 
	
O, respectively. In other words,
the magnitude of the climate impact on land and ocean
carbon uptakes is overestimated by Friedlingstein et al.
(2006) and Denman et al. (2007). Non-climate-related
nonlinearities in the land and ocean carbon cycle are
partly attributed to climate change when using the
method of Friedlingstein et al. (2006).
To illustrate the magnitude of this effect, we approxi-
mate 	 using differences in the SRES scenarios as an
analog for the carbon cycle–climate feedback induced
CO2 difference for a specific scenario. We use Eq. (5)
for the ocean component [or analogously, Eq. (4) for
the land] and write for scenario A2,
CO
unc,A2  O
A2CA
unc,A2. 12
Here, 	Cunc, A2O can also be expressed as a combination
of the change in ocean carbon inventory due to increas-
ing CO2 in scenario B1, plus an additional, marginal
contribution from the difference in the atmospheric
CO2 between B1 and A2:
CO
unc,A2  O
B1CA
unc,B1 
 O
A2B1CA
uncA2B1,
13
where 		Cunc(A2B1)A represents the difference in the
atmospheric CO2 between SRES A2 and B1 in the
uncoupled simulation. Combining and rearranging
Eqs. (12) and (13) then leads to the following expres-
sion for 	O :
O
A2B1  O
A2CA
unc,A2
 O
B1CA
unc,B1CA
unc,A2B1. 14
The 	 values determined from the Bern2.5CC model
simulations for SRES scenarios B1 and A2 are reduced
by 57% and 51% for land and ocean, respectively, com-
pared to the L and O values calculated following
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Friedlingstein et al. (2006). Consequently, replacing 
with 	 in Eqs. (10) and (11) for scenarios forced by
prescribed carbon emissions leads to less negative val-
ues for both L (reduced by 18%) and O (reduced by
53%), overall resulting in a closer agreement with sce-
narios where CO2 concentrations are prescribed.
In summary, the results reported here for a range of
EMICs indicate that these model sensitivity parameters
are generally neither constant over time within one spe-
cific model and scenario nor constant across scenarios
with different carbon emission or atmospheric CO2
concentration pathways. The carbon sensitivities to cli-
mate change (, L, and O), while being rather con-
stant across scenarios with different CO2 levels,
strongly depend on the scenario setup, with either pre-
scribed carbon emissions or prescribed atmospheric
CO2 concentrations, and the associated parameter cal-
culation method. These differences in the sensitivity
parameters need to be kept in mind when comparing
results from different studies.
4. Conclusions
We have projected climate change commitments and
carbon cycle–related uncertainty in future allowable
emissions over the twenty-first century and up to the
year 3000 for a wide range of scenarios using eight
Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity
(EMICs) and the Hadley-SCM. The suite of cost-effi-
cient EMICs overall proves well suited to complement
more complex and computationally expensive models.
Simulated surface warming, thermal expansion, and
the strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning cir-
culation from the group of EMICs and IPCC illustra-
tive SRES scenarios until years 2100 and 2300 are in
good agreement with the results from more compre-
hensive models used in the recent IPCC Fourth Assess-
ment Report (Randall et al. 2007; Meehl et al. 2007).
The equilibrium climate sensitivity, transient climate
response, and ocean heat uptake efficiency of the con-
tributing EMICs range between 1.9 and 4.3 K, 0.9 and
2.3 K, and 0.6 and 1.1 W m2 K1, results that are
comparable to the corresponding AOGCM ranges.
Surface warming and thermal expansion are substan-
tial for scenarios with constant atmospheric composi-
tion and radiative forcing after the year 2100. Constant
composition commitments by the year 3000 under the
high-CO2 SRES A2 scenario are up to 2.2 K for global
mean surface air temperature and up to 2.2 m for ther-
mal expansion, respectively. Stabilizing radiative forc-
ing after the year 2100 will clearly not lead to stabili-
zation of climate change on a century time scale, even
less so when a potential reduction in the (negative)
aerosol radiative forcing by emission reduction toward
CO2 stabilization is taken into account. Thermal expan-
sion in particular continues for several centuries in all
EMICs.
Emissions over the twenty-first century will substan-
tially affect climate over the next millennium and be-
yond. Atmospheric CO2, radiative forcing, and tem-
perature remain high for at least another millennium
even when carbon emissions are hypothetically set to
zero after the year 2100. By the year 3000, sea level is
still rising due to ongoing thermal expansion of ocean
waters, with a post-2100 commitment of 0.1–0.7 m for
the zero-emissions pathway SP750EC2100. Global sur-
face air temperatures remain high and are reduced by a
few tenths of a degree only by the year 3000 compared
to the year 2100 in most EMICs and zero-emissions
scenarios considered.
The redistribution of anthropogenic CO2 emitted
into the atmosphere is found to be largely model de-
pendent, yet rather constant for a specific model across
a range of scenarios. The EMIC ranges for airborne
(39%–55%), ocean (24%–34%), and land (15%–29%)
uptake fractions of CO2 by the year 2100 and SP750
compare reasonably well to the range for the C4MIP
models and SRES scenario A2 (Denman et al. 2007;
Friedlingstein et al. 2006). The ocean uptake fraction is
increasing over time in all of the EMICs and, on long
time scales, most of the excess CO2 thus ends up being
taken up by the ocean. Nevertheless, in the year 3000 a
substantial fraction (15%–28%) is still airborne even
after carbon emissions have stopped 900 yr earlier.
Allowable emissions for the stabilization of CO2 at
levels between 450 and 1000 ppm according to the ap-
plied SP profiles need to be reduced in all EMICs well
below present levels to allow for future stabilization of
atmospheric CO2 (Joos et al. 2001; Prentice et al. 2001;
Edmonds et al. 2004; Matthews 2006). Our simulations
also show that postponing actions to reduce emissions
implies the need for more stringent actions later on in
order to stabilize the atmospheric CO2 at a specified
level. These conclusions are robust across the range of
models and model settings. They do not depend on
climate sensitivity or carbon cycle settings as is shown
with the sensitivity simulations using the Bern2.5CC
EMIC. Climate sensitivity and carbon cycle uncertain-
ties in this particular EMIC translate into combined
uncertainties in allowable emissions ranging from
34% to 27% by year 2100 and 41% to 
31% by
year 2300 across all SP CO2 stabilization profiles,
slightly increasing over time as climate change pro-
gresses and when moving to higher emissions and sta-
bilization targets.
The impact of climate-sensitivity-related uncertainty
on projected allowable emissions for a given CO2 sta-
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bilization target is substantially smaller than the uncer-
tainty related to different carbon cycle settings in the
Bern2.5CC EMIC. This result is in line with the results
from Joos et al. (2001) included in Prentice et al. (2001),
but opposite to the results of Jones et al. (2006a) ob-
tained with the Hadley-SCM. The relative causes of this
uncertainty are still being researched, but might also
depend on the specific scenario setup. Results from
Caldeira et al. (2003) showed that under prescribed
CO2 emissions aiming for a specified temperature tar-
get, as opposed to a specific CO2 target, climate-
sensitivity-related uncertainty is dominant.
The suite of EMICs exhibits large differences, par-
ticularly with regard to the sensitivity of terrestrial car-
bon uptake to CO2 and climate. The multimodel EMIC
range is found to be almost as large as the uncertainty
range from the Bern2.5CC only, obtained by combining
different bounding assumptions about the behavior of
processes driving the land and ocean CO2 uptake. The
large model spread in land and ocean carbon uptake for
the uncoupled simulations, where climate change is not
accounted for, point to the importance of improving
our understanding of the underlying processes driving
terrestrial and oceanic CO2 uptake, apart from the sen-
sitivity to climate change, and highlight the need for
better carbon cycle representations in these models.
On average, the EMICs produce a positive carbon
cycle–climate feedback, reducing the efficiency of the
ocean and terrestrial biosphere to take up anthropo-
genic CO2, leading to even lower allowable emissions if
climate change is accounted for. However, two EMICs
show either an unexpectedly small or an even negative
carbon cycle–climate feedback, caused by the terres-
trial biosphere response to climate change. These re-
sults are at odds with previous modeling studies inves-
tigating carbon cycle–climate feedbacks (Cox et al.
2000; Friedlingstein et al. 2001; Joos et al. 2001; Pren-
tice et al. 2001; Gerber et al. 2004; Friedlingstein et al.
2006).
The strength of carbon cycle–climate feedbacks in
the EMICs, and the sensitivities of ocean CO2 uptake
and terrestrial CO2 uptake to climate change and in-
creasing atmospheric CO2 by the year 2100, are com-
parable to previous C4MIP results (Friedlingstein et al.
2006), except for the two EMICs with an overall small
or negative feedback. Sensitivity simulations with the
Bern2.5CC EMIC indicate that these carbon cycle sen-
sitivity parameters are not constant over time within
one specific model and scenario and do depend on the
choice of scenario. It may be preferable to calculate the
carbon cycle sensitivity parameters and the strength of
the carbon cycle–climate feedback from simulations
with prescribed CO2 concentrations to properly ac-
count for non-climate-related nonlinearities in the car-
bon cycle.
In summary, EMICs can be used to project long-term
climate change commitments and to investigate the
evolution of globally averaged quantities. Our results
can be expected to closely agree with the results from
more comprehensive models. We suggest that a strong
emphasis in future studies using EMICs should be on
estimating probabilistic uncertainties in climate change
and carbon cycle commitments. The possibility of per-
forming multiple sensitivity and ensemble simulations
with individual models in addition to analyzing multi-
model ranges is one of the advantages of using EMICs
compared to AOGCMs.
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APPENDIX A
Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity
The eight Earth System Models of Intermediate
Complexity (EMICs) that contributed output to the
IPCC AR4 intercomparison are listed in Table 1 of the
main text. Short descriptive paragraphs of all EMICs
and the Hadley-SCM are given below. More informa-
tion on individual models can be found in the original
literature. The suite of EMICs covers a wide range of
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complexities and individual models account for varying
numbers of earth system components. The resulting
spread in available EMIC model projections can be
viewed as representative for the whole EMICs commu-
nity at this time.
BERN2.5CC
The Bern2.5CC reduced complexity climate model
includes components describing 1) the physical climate
system, 2) the cycling of carbon and related elements,
and 3) a module to calculate concentrations of non-CO2
greenhouse gases and radiative forcing by atmospheric
CO2, non-CO2 greenhouse gases, and aerosols (Plattner
et al. 2001; Joos et al. 2001). The ocean physical com-
ponent is the zonally averaged, three-basin circulation
model of Stocker et al. (1992), coupled to a zonally and
vertically averaged atmospheric energy balance model,
including an active hydrological cycle (Schmittner and
Stocker 1999). The ocean biogeochemical component
includes a simple prognostic description of the cycles of
carbon, carbon isotopes, oxygen, and carbon-related
tracers (Marchal et al. 1998; Plattner et al. 2001). The
terrestrial biosphere component is the Lund–Potsdam–
Jena (LPJ) dynamic global vegetation model at 3.75° 
2.5° resolution as used by Joos et al. (2001), Gerber et
al. (2003), and described in detail by Cramer et al.
(2001), Sitch et al. (2003), and McGuire et al. (2001).
Fertilization of plants by increasing atmospheric CO2
concentrations is modeled according to the modified
Farquhar scheme (Farquhar et al. 1980). The module
designed to calculate radiative forcing by atmospheric
CO2, non-CO2 greenhouse gases, and aerosols is based
on work summarized in Fuglestvedt and Berntsen
(1999) and Joos et al. (2001).
1) BERN2.5CC SETUPS FOR SENSITIVITY RUNS
The Bern2.5CC model ranges shown in Figs. 9 and 10
were obtained by combining different bounding as-
sumptions about the behavior of the CO2 fertilization
effect, the response of heterotrophic respiration to tem-
perature, and the turnover time of the ocean, thus ap-
proaching an upper bound of uncertainties in the car-
bon cycle. The approach applied here is identical to the
one used in IPCC TAR (Joos et al. 2001; Prentice et al.
2001): the low-CO2 case was obtained by applying an
efficiently mixing ocean and assuming heterotrophic
respiration to be independent of global warming, and
the high-CO2 case was obtained by applying an ineffi-
ciently mixing ocean and capping CO2 fertilization after
the year 2000. Calculated anthropogenic emissions in
the year 2000 for the lower and upper bounds are 7.4
and 9.4 GtC yr1, respectively, in accord with the range
of data-based estimates for the 1990s [6.4  0.4 GtC
yr1 from fossil emissions plus 0.5–2.7 GtC yr1 from
land-use change; after Denman et al. (2007), based on
Houghton (1999), DeFries et al. (2002), Houghton
(2003), and Marland et al. (2006)]. The average ocean
carbon uptake over the 1980–2000 period ranges be-
tween 1.91 and 2.53 GtC yr1; the uptake from 1800 to
1995 is between 116.1 and 159.8 GtC, and thus at the
upper end of the current range of observational esti-
mates (Le Quéré et al. 2003; Sabine et al. 2004a,b; Man-
ning and Keeling 2006). The effect of varying climate
sensitivity from 1.5 to 4.5 K has been taken into account
additionally. The model reference case is obtained with
the midrange behavior of the carbon cycle and a cli-
mate sensitivity of 3.2 K.
2) C-GOLDSTEIN
C-GOLDSTEIN is described in detail by Edwards
and Marsh (2005). It is a dynamically simplified ocean–
atmosphere–sea ice model based on a three-dimen-
sional, frictional-geostrophic ocean, which includes
isopycnal diffusion and eddy-induced advection but ne-
glects momentum advection and acceleration. The
single-layer atmosphere transports heat and moisture
mostly by diffusion but includes fixed advection terms
based on surface winds and an additional term to im-
prove the interbasin moisture transport. Shortwave so-
lar forcing for these runs was temporally constant,
while outgoing planetary longwave radiation is a poly-
nomial function of temperature and humidity, plus a
greenhouse warming term proportional to the log of the
ratio of carbon dioxide concentration compared to a
reference preindustrial value. The sea ice height and
fractional area are advected by the ocean and diffused
horizontally, with thermodynamic growth and decay
depending on the vertical heat flux budget. All compo-
nents share the same horizontal grid, in this case 36 
36 equal-area cells, giving a latitudinal spacing increas-
ing poleward from 3° to 15°. In the ocean, eight loga-
rithmically spaced depth levels were used. The seafloor
topography and land surface runoff map are based on
filtered observational data. The model is a prototype
for the Grid Enabled Integrated Earth System Model
(GENIE) project but this version has no land surface or
ice sheet dynamics. There are no turbulent eddies; thus,
solutions typically approach a steady state under con-
stant forcing. The model climatology is described by
Hargreaves et al. (2004) who use an ensemble Kalman
filter to assimilate the observational data into the
model, thereby generating an ensemble of runs with a
range of values for 12 model transport parameters, all
with relatively low mean errors compared to climatol-
ogy. The method used to derive the ensemble pre-
sented here has been slightly extended compared to
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Hargreaves et al. (2004) in that it now takes some ac-
count of the model structural error [using the method
described in Annan et al. (2005)], with the aim of
producing a wide ensemble of physically reasonable
members. All ensembles have 54 members. Note that
only transport parameters are varied. Uncertainty in
climate sensitivity is accounted for by providing results
for three ensembles and climate sensitivities: 1.5, 3.0,
and 4.5 K.
3) CLIMBER-2
The CLIMBER-2.3 model (Petoukhov et al. 2000;
Ganopolski et al. 2001) is a fully coupled climate model
without flux adjustments. It consists of a 2.5-dimen-
sional statistical–dynamical atmosphere module with a
coarse spatial resolution of 10° in latitude and 360°/7 in
longitude, which does not resolve synoptic variability.
The vertical structures of the temperature and humidity
are parameterized as well. The ocean component has
three zonally averaged basins with a latitudinal resolu-
tion of 2.5° and 20 unequal vertical levels. The model
also includes a zonally averaged sea ice module, which
predicts ice thickness and concentration and includes
ice advection. In its standard carbon cycle setup,
the model includes a terrestrial biosphere model
(VECODE), an oceanic biogeochemistry model, and a
phosphate-limited model for marine biota (Brovkin et
al. 2002). In VECODE, a potential fertilization of NPP
by elevated atmospheric CO2 is taken into account by a
logarithmic dependence of NPP on CO2. A doubling of
atmospheric CO2 leads to a 25% increase in NPP in line
with outputs from explicit mechanistic models of pho-
tosynthesis in other dynamic global vegetation models
(DGVM; Cramer et al. 2001). In the coupled
CLIMBER-2–LPJ model, the dynamic global vegeta-
tion model LPJ replaces the terrestrial biosphere model
VECODE. LPJ is used with a spatial resolution of 0.5°
in latitude–longitude and is called at the end of every
CLIMBER-2 simulation year (Brovkin et al. 2004; Sitch
et al. 2005).
4) CLIMBER-3
CLIMBER-3 has evolved from CLIMBER-2, re-
sulting mainly from replacing its oceanic component
with a state-of-the-art ocean model (Montoya et al.
2005). From CLIMBER-2 it includes its atmospheric
component POTSDAM-2 and its atmosphere-surface
interface. For coupling to version 3 of the Modular
Ocean Model (MOM3), the simplified land mask of
CLIMBER-2 was replaced by a realistic land mask
and the resolution of the atmosphere was increased to
7.5°  22.5°. The oceanic component of CLIMBER-3
is the MOM3 OGCM, to which substantial modifica-
tions, new parameterizations, and numerical schemes
have been added (Hofmann and Maqueda 2006).
MOM3 is a primitive equation three-dimensional
OGCM with a horizontal resolution of 3.75°, and a
z-coordinate vertical discretization with 24 variably
spaced levels, ranging from 25 m in the surface to
500 m at depth. One main difference with respect to
previous MOM versions is the fact that MOM3 includes
a nonlinear, explicit free surface, which allows for the
coupling of ocean and atmosphere directly via fresh-
water fluxes. The sea ice component is the thermo-
dynamic–dynamic Ice and Snow Interfaces model
(ISIS; Fichefet and Morales Maqueda 1997).
5) LOVECLIM
LOVECLIM is a three-dimensional earth system
model that consists of five components representing the
atmosphere (ECBilt), the ocean and sea ice (CLIO),
the terrestrial biosphere (VECODE), the oceanic car-
bon cycle (LOCH), and the Greenland and Antarctic
ice sheets (AGISM) (Driesschaert 2005). ECBilt is a
quasigeostrophic atmospheric model with three levels
and T21 horizontal resolution (Opsteegh et al. 1998).
CLIO is a primitive equation, free-surface ocean gen-
eral circulation model coupled to a thermodynamic–
dynamic sea ice model. VECODE is a reduced-form
model of the vegetation dynamics and of the terrestrial
carbon cycle (Brovkin et al. 2002). It simulates the dy-
namics of two main terrestrial plant functional types
(trees and grassland) at the same resolution as that of
ECBilt. A potential fertilization of NPP by elevated
atmospheric CO2 is taken into account by a logarithmic
dependence of NPP on CO2. LOCH is a comprehensive
model of the oceanic carbon cycle (Mouchet and
François 1996). It takes into account both the solubility
and biological pumps, and runs on the same grid as that
of CLIO. Here, the ocean biology model was not used.
Finally, AGISM is composed of a three-dimensional
thermomechanical model of the ice sheet flow, a visco–
elastic bedrock model and a mass balance model (Huy-
brechts 2002). The Antarctic ice sheet module also con-
tains a model of the ice shelf dynamics. For both ice
sheets, calculations are made on a 10 km  10 km grid
with 31 sigma levels.
6) MIT-IGSM2.3
The MIT-IGSM2.3 is an earth system model of in-
termediate complexity (Sokolov et al. 2005; Dutkiewicz
et al. 2005). The atmospheric component is a zonally
averaged primitive equation model (Sokolov and Stone
1998) developed from the Goddard Institute for Space
Science (GISS) GCM Model II (Hansen et al. 1983). It
has 11 vertical levels and 4° latitudinal resolution. Each
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zonal band can consist of land, land ice, ocean, and sea
ice. Surface temperature, turbulent and radiative
fluxes, and their derivatives are calculated over
each type of surface. The ocean model is the MITgcm
(Marshall et al. 1997a,b) configured with 4°  4° hori-
zontal resolution, 15 vertical layers, and realistic
bathymetry. The Gent and McWilliams mixing scheme
(Gent and McWilliams 1990) is implemented to param-
eterize the effects of mesoscale eddies. Embedded in
the ocean model are a thermodynamic sea ice model
(Winton 2000; Bitz and Lipscomb 1999) and an explicit
carbon cycle model with a parameterization of the bio-
logical export production limited by the availability of
light and nutrients (Dutkiewicz et al. 2005). The terres-
trial model is composes the Community Land Model
(CLM; Bonan et al. 2002) for surface heat fluxes and
hydrological processes, the Terrestrial Ecosystems
Model (TEM; Melillo et al. 1993); Felzer et al. 2004) for
the carbon dynamics of terrestrial ecosystems, and the
Natural Emissions Model (NEM; Liu 1996) for the
methane and nitrogen exchange. The coupled CLM–
TEM–NEM model system represents the geographical
distribution of land cover and plant diversity through a
mosaic approach, in which all major land cover catego-
ries and plant functional types are considered over a
given domain (i.e., model grid box) and are area
weighted to obtain aggregate fluxes and storages. A
distinguishing feature of the TEM is the explicit inter-
action between terrestrial carbon and nitrogen cycle.
7) MOBIDIC
MoBidiC links a zonally averaged atmosphere to a
sectorial representation of the surface. The atmo-
spheric component (Gallee et al. 1992; Crucifix et al.
2001) is based on a zonally averaged quasigeostrophic
formalism with two layers in the vertical and 5° resolu-
tion in latitude. The radiative transfer is computed by
dividing the atmosphere into up to 15 layers. The solar
radiation scheme is an improved version of the code
described by Fouquart and Bonnel (1980), and the
longwave radiation computations are based on the
wide band formulation of the radiation equation by
Morcrette (1984). The ocean component is based on
the sectorially averaged form of the multilevel, primi-
tive equation ocean model of Bryan (1969; Hovine
and Fichefet 1994; Crucifix et al. 2001). The thermody-
namic–dynamic sea ice component is based on the
0-layer thermodynamic model of Semtner (1976),
modified by Harvey (1988, 1992), including a one-
dimensional meridional advection scheme. Finally,
MoBidiC includes the dynamical vegetation model
VECODE developed by Brovkin et al. (1997).
8) UVIC ESCM 2.7
The University of Victoria Earth System Climate
Model (UVic ESCM 2.7; Weaver et al. 2001) consists of
a vertically integrated, energy–moisture balance, atmo-
spheric model, coupled to the MOM2 ocean general
circulation model, a dynamic–thermodynamic sea ice
model, a modified (single soil layer) version of the
Met Office Surface Exchange Scheme (MOSES2) land
surface model and the Topdown Representation of
Interactive Foliage and Flora Including Dynamics
(TRIFFID) vegetation model (Meissner et al. 2003;
Matthews et al. 2004). All models use the same resolu-
tion: 1.8°  3.6°. The ocean has 19 vertical levels. For
these experiments, isopycnal (with Gent–McWilliams)
mixing and flux-corrected transport were used in the
ocean model. The sea ice is a simple, single-layer, ther-
modynamic version, with elastic–viscous–plastic dy-
namics. The ice sheet and ocean biology models were
not used.
9) HADLEY-SCM
To complement the computationally expensive
Hadley Centre coupled climate–carbon cycle AOGCM
(HadCM3LC; Cox et al. 2001), a simple model was
devised that could be used to emulate the AOGCM’s
behavior and sensitivity to parameters (see the appen-
dix in Jones et al. 2006a). This zero-dimensional, global
mean model considers the total carbon stored in vegeta-
tion and soil, and simulates gross primary productivity
(GPP), autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration, and
litterfall as simple functions of global mean tempera-
ture and atmospheric CO2 concentration. GPP re-
sponds to atmospheric CO2 by a Michaelis–Menton
equation defined by a maximum productivity level, and
a half-saturation constant calibrated against the carbon
cycle AOGCM. The impulse–response ocean uptake
model is as given by Joos et al. (1996) for a 3D ocean
model, but with a reduced mixed layer depth of 40 m to
capture lower ocean uptake rates in the HadCM3LC.
The ocean was also assumed to experience a lower de-
gree of warming than the land (by a factor of 1.87) in
line with the full AOGCM results (Huntingford and
Cox 2000). This warming influences the uptake of car-
bon through the impact of the mean ocean temperature
on the solubility of CO2 in seawater (Joos et al. 1996).
This simple model was calibrated against the full
HadCM3LC results with and without climate feedbacks
on the carbon cycle, and then tested to see how well it
reproduced the different behaviors associated with the
stabilization scenarios. The results show it has been suc-
cessful in being able to emulate the AOGCMs’ behav-
ior (Jones et al. 2006b).
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APPENDIX B
CO2 Stabilization Profiles
The series of idealized CO2 stabilization pathways
used in this EMIC intercomparison study, in the recent
IPCC AR4, and previously applied in Knutti et al.
(2005) are available for download online (http://www.
climate.unibe.ch/emicAR4/stab.txt). The pathways of
the atmospheric CO2 concentration following a data-
and model-based record leading to stabilization
(SP450–SP1000), delayed stabilization (DSP450 and
DSP550), and overshoot stabilization (OSP350 and
OSP450) were constructed following Enting et al.
(1994). Enting et al. (1994) describe an approximation
method using Padé approximants (fractions of polyno-
mials) to construct various stabilization pathways given
the level and rate of change of the atmospheric concen-
tration at the beginning of the stabilization pathway
and the level at which stabilization is intended. Wigley
et al. (1996) adopted a “business as usual” scenario
from the present times prior to the analytic scenario
leading to stabilization. Here, we apply the methods
described by these authors to construct nine different
stabilization pathways by using recent observations of
atmospheric CO2 for the industrial period until 2004, a
carbon cycle model based projection of atmospheric
CO2 to interconnect atmospheric observations and the
analytic stabilization trajectory, and a Padé approxi-
mant following Enting et al. (1994).
Atmospheric CO2 data for the period from 1765 A.D.
to 2004 A.D. are a compilation of ice core data from
Siegenthaler et al. (2005) and Etheridge et al. (1996),
and direct atmospheric measurements from Mauna Loa
and the South Pole from Keeling and Whorf (2005) and
globally averaged values from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration’s Climate Monitoring
and Diagnostics Laboratory (NOAA/CMDL; T. Con-
way 2004, personal communication). From 2004 on-
ward, model output (filtered by taking a running aver-
age with a time window of 31 yr) from the BernCC
model’s A1T run (Joos et al. 2001) was prescribed
until the start of the stabilization profile at time t0 (Ta-
ble B1). The compiled record was subsequently filtered
by the application of a smoothing spline (Enting 1987)
with a cutoff period of 200 yr prior to 1850 A.D. and 30
yr thereafter.
Following Enting et al. (1994), the analytic expres-
sion used to interpolate between the A1T scenario and
the beginning of the stabilization is defined by the ex-
pression
pCO2 t˜  
a3t˜
3 
 a2t˜
2 
 a1t˜ 
 a0
b2t˜
2 
 b1t˜ 
 1
, B1
TABLE B1. Parameter values used to construct the idealized CO2 stabilization pathways. The CO2 concentrations in the last column
are given for verification purposes only.
Profile t0 (yr)
pCO2(0)
(ppm) ts (yr)
pCO2(1)
(ppm)
(d/dt)pCO2(0)
(ppm yr1) t  (yr)
pCO2,os
(ppm)
pCO2,t2050
(ppm)
SP450 2015.0 398.984 2100.0 450.000 2.29292 2017.0 — 445.14900
SP550 2020.0 410.863 2150.0 550.000 2.46033 2025.0 — 480.93917
SP650 2025.0 423.588 2200.0 650.000 2.62806 2030.0 — 488.62263
SP750 2030.0 437.112 2250.0 750.000 2.77642 2042.5 — 493.19541
SP1000 2042.5 473.140 2375.0 1000.000 2.91569 2065.0 — 495.10877
DSP450 2030.0 437.112 2100.0 450.000 2.77642 2030.1 — 449.70196
DSP550 2042.5 473.140 2150.0 550.000 2.91579 2043.0 — 494.29258
OSP350 2015.0 398.984 2200.0 350.000 2.29292 2060.0 445.000 443.14156
OSP450 2030.0 437.112 2200.0 450.000 2.77642 2060.0 486.000 480.28384
TABLE B2. Coefficients used with Eq. (B1) to construct the idealized CO2 stabilization pathways.
Profile t0 ts a0 a1 a2 a3 b1 b2
SP450 2015.0 2100.0 398.984 921.1826586 4963.6253235 0 1.8203348 11.1436474
SP450 2020.0 2150.0 410.863 442.5933040 1133.1029184 0 0.2987623 2.3131635
SP650 2025.0 2200.0 423.588 473.1684385 611.3125248 0 0.0312991 1.2888070
SP750 2030.0 2250.0 437.112 589.9078938 710.8691632 0 0.0478241 1.3650096
SP1000 2042.5 2375.0 473.140 893.8045101 601.7268872 0 0.1599155 1.1285869
DSP450 2030.0 2100.0 437.112 5911.7187374 95492.0505030 0 13.0798727 212.2331967
DSP550 2042.5 2150.0 473.140 1296.6314136 5451.7865394 0 2.0780208 10.0520846
OSP350 2015.0 2200.0 398.984 546.0670946 974.5234644 537.1212507 0.3054681 0.1449572
OSP450 2030.0 2200.0 437.112 307.0715051 8718.2450700 469.1856290 1.7822959 21.4877874
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where
t˜ 
t  t0
ts  t0
. B2
The start of the stabilization pathway is at t0, and ts is
the point at which stabilization is reached. The coeffi-
cients are determined by specifying values for pCO2(0),
(d/dt) pCO2(0), and pCO2(1), as well as requiring (d/dt)
pCO2(1)  0, (d
2/(dt)2) pCO2(t˜)  0 (where t˜ is the
turning point at the time t), and a3  0. For the two
overshoot cases (a3  0), the occurrence (t) and value
(pCO2,os) of the overshoot maximum are specified in-
stead of defining the turning point. The parameter val-
ues used for the nine stabilization profiles are summa-
rized in Table B1; the corresponding coefficients are
summarized in Table B2. Atmospheric CO2 values for
all scenarios and the year 2050, pCO2, t2050, are addi-
tionally included in Table B1 as control values for pos-
sible recalculations of the scenarios.
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